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THE REASON

“It is licit for heritage itself to generate the resources for its recovery 

without being a burden on the states (…). Tourism can be a 

revitalising force of prosperity and understanding; a vector of 

dialogue among peoples instead of a threat if proper management is 

carried out (…). It would be selfish to try to keep borders tight, since 

heritage is preserved if it is opened”.

Dr. Eusebio Leal Spengler

Historian of Havana



NEW IMAGE · NEW SEAT · 
NEW PROFESSIONAL DIMENSION

The San Cristóbal Travel Agency retakes its foundational spirit and bets on

the subjects of cultural heritage in order to face the challenges of its new

professional dimension as the natural incoming agency of the Network of

Offices of Historians of the Cuban patrimonial cities and specialist of the

destination Cuba in historical and patrimonial tourism.

From its new location next to the emblematic Square of Arms in Havana’s

Historic Centre, the agency develops innovative projects that promote the

sustainable and collaborative tourist management of both the tangible and

intangible heritage of the Cuban nation, as well as improve the

competitiveness of the services that shape its specialised offer.



SAN CRISTÓBAL: NATIONAL INCOMING AGENCY 
SPECIALISED IN TOPICS OF CULTURAL HERITAGE

Founded in 1995 by the Office of the Historian of Havana to specialise in topics of cultural

heritage, its rehabilitation, preservation and valorisation, the agency is well-known for its

specialization profile, which has allowed its positioning on the main traditional source

markets of the Cuban tourist industry.

With over 20 years of experience, San Cristóbal articulates harmonically the work of local

tourist managers, heritage authorities, academic institutions and service providers in the

public and private sectors. Faithful to the vocation of interpreting cultural heritage and to

the strategic vision of Dr Eusebio Leal Spengler, Historian of Havana, the agency is destined

to “be the vehicle of communication of the Cuban heritage with the world; that tireless and

up-to-date traveller who quickly and continuously finds out what is going on, what is

wanted, what is done and can be done in our historical cities.”



To contribute to the valorisation, communication and interpretation of the Cuban cultural

heritage through the design and marketing of a highly specialised, attractive and

competitive tourist offer that fosters the professional and ordered approach of the foreign

visitor to the material and immaterial heritage of the nation, promotes the management of

knowledge and combines the wealth of heritage of the Cuban capital city with

opportunities linked to the Network of Offices of Historians of the Cuban Patrimonial Cities,

to nature and biosphere reserves, to associative cultural landscapes and other sites of high

historical and patrimonial significance; to contribute to the economic sustainability of the

comprehensive revitalisation process of Havana’s historic centre, to the local development

of other territories and to the consolidation of the modality of historical-patrimonial

tourism in the destination Cuba.

THE MISSION



To be part of the Office of the Historian of Havana and the leading Cuban

agency in the modality of historical-patrimonial tourism, which

distinguishes itself by the sustainable, participative and collaborative

character of its management, by the diversity and quality of its specialised

offer, by its operational dynamics and capacity to assist the client, by

having a team of highly-qualified tour guides as interpreters of cultural

heritage and non-formal environmental educators, as well as by its high

social responsibility and its contribution to the comprehensive

rehabilitation process of Havana’s historic centre.

THE VISION



A big part of the profits from San Cristóbal’s tourist management goes as

financial contribution to the Office of the Historian in order to finance the

rehabilitation of heritage, the environmental protection and the social and

cultural programmes to the advantage of the population residing in Havana’s

historic centre and of national and foreign visitors. Having inherited the

humanistic vocation of the Office of the Historian of Havana City, the agency

also contributes to the local human development in other Cuban territories

that treasure the natural and cultural heritage of the nation. San Cristóbal’s

specialised offer promotes universal values and responsible behaviours, at

the same time as it makes visible and promotes sites of high historical

relevance.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY



Tailor-made specialised programmes, themed routes, interpretive paths and specialised tours

Accommodation, transport, tour guides and assistance at the airport

Own network of tour desks for assistance, information and sales

Visitor Centre

MAIN SERVICES



Colonial tour

Rehabilitation of heritage and social work

Architecture and urban development

Art and colours

Popular religiosity and Christian ecumenism

Habanos, a tradition of excellence

The Santo Ángel neighbourhood inside

Havana is also green

FLAGSHIP PRODUCTS



San Cristóbal has wide experience as the official incoming entity and

professional organiser of the events of the Office of the Historian and

other venues. In order to accomplish this, it has a wide range of facilities

and means to ensure the logistics and successful celebration of

workshops, symposia, conferences and international meetings, among

other activities.

With over 20 years of uninterrupted professional growth, the agency has

worked with the most important incentive travel agencies of the Spanish,

French and Italian markets.

PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATION OF EVENTS AND 
INCENTIVE TRAVEL



Located on the coastline of the Havana Bay, the centre invites to be part of

a really memorable and revealing experience.

Destined to assist, welcome, inform and help national and foreign visitors,

it constitutes a common and unique space that allows to reveal the

meaning of cultural heritage to the traveller as a bastion and support of

the national memory and identity.

It has state-of-the-art equipment and offers the visitor personalised

assistance, tour guide service and sales of specialised tourist products.

VISITOR CENTRE OF HAVANA’S HISTORIC CENTRE



This team has a high level of specialisation in history, culture, heritage,

and environmental education, where every guide speaks two or more

foreign languages. They develop a decisive work as communicators and

interpreters of heritage, and stand out because of the professional

commitment and the sense of belonging to the project of the Office of the

Historian of Havana, as well as for the awareness and dedication to the

project they belong to.

HIGHLY-QUALIFIED TOUR GUIDE TEAM



San Cristóbal represents and assists foreign

agencies whose professional profile is closely

related to highly-specialised historical, cultural

and patrimonial tourism and that have the

commercial licence to use the trademark in

their corresponding emitting markets.

OFFICES WITH LICENCE FOR USE OF THE TRADEMARK



The San Cristóbal Travel Agency has become a strategic ally and natural

incoming entity of the Network of Offices of the Historians of the Cuban

Patrimonial Cities. From their corresponding work areas, both institutions

defend the preservation, valorisation and sustainable tourist management of

the Cuban cultural heritage and recognise a huge potential for the

development of joint actions of mutual benefit.

The ten patrimonial cities shaping the Network offer San Cristóbal unique

opportunities to market a specialised tourist offer to promote the elements

shared by common history, highlight those elements that distinguish and

enrich them and contribute to the local human development in each territory.

NATURAL INCOMING AGENCY OF THE NETWORK
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